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1 - Executive Summary
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. engaged Miercom to perform a thorough, independent
performance assessment of its “Hard Pipes” capability – a major new feature of shipping
Huawei router software, which lets carriers and service providers protect specified customer
flows from congestion and data loss, assuring those flows experience high resiliency,
guaranteed bandwidth and constant, low latency and jitter.
The goal with Hard Pipes is to provide an IP-based transport that is as stable and reliable as
TDM-based SONET/SDH (Synchronous Optical Network/Synchronous Digital Hierarchy)
facilities. Hard Pipes thus provides a transitional path for carriers and service providers in
moving from predecessor TDM-based facilities to an all-IP, packet-switched environment.
Miercom and Huawei engineers collaborated on a test plan and devised several test-bed
configurations that exercised various aspects of the Hard Pipes feature. A dozen mixed
Huawei routers, running the latest Hard Pipes-supporting software, were assembled in the
test bed to simulate various network environments:


Tele-protection: a critical, high-demand, data-transport environment where sensors
in the power-grid infrastructure alert each other of current differential, indicating
short-circuit conditions, which can automatically trigger power circuit re-routing.



GSM-Railway: a high-demand wireless network environment for railway
communications and applications.



Operator: The commercial carrier and service provider network environment, where
certain services and/or customers require exceptionally high-demand performance.

This document provides an overview of the results and details of the various test beds and
tests that were conducted.
Key Findings and Conclusions


In Miercom’s opinion and based on test results, an appropriately configured
Huawei router network with Hard Pipes can meet the stringent requirements of
power-utility Tele-protection communications. Specifically:
o

The Huawei Hard Pipe transport in our test bed is just 1.456 milliseconds of
one-way delay to messages sent between Tele-protection tester/simulators.

o

The Tele-protection communication within Hard Pipes is unaffected by other,
background data traffic, even with heavy congestion overload.

o

If a link or router in the primary path fails, Tele-protection communication
within a Huawei Hard Pipe, with an appropriately configured “protection path”,
is restored in as little as 20.9 milliseconds.
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Test results also showed that an appropriately configured Huawei router network
with Hard Pipes can meet the stringent requirements of GSM-Railway
communications. Specifically:
o

With a Huawei router network running MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching), a
PWE3/CES (Pseudo Wire Emulation Edge-to-Edge/circuit emulation service)
service experiences just 1.5 milliseconds of additional one-way delay. This was
confirmed for traffic within a Hard Pipe ,provided other background traffic is a
lower priority.

o

Tests found that, if a link or router fails in the primary path of a PWE3/CES
service within a Hard Pipe, data is re-routed and communication is restored in
about 20 milliseconds for a failed link.

In a typical carrier/operator/service provider environment, we observed that the
management system U2000 will not allow more Hard Pipe services and bandwidth
to be allocated than hard bandwidth allows.
o

Services through the IP hard pipe experience no loss and just 3 milliseconds of
delay, even with data congestion and overload in the normal stratum. Also,
prioritization is strictly enforced among soft pipe services, so that high-priority
services are unaffected by low-priority service overloads.

o

Latency for an Ethernet service through a Hard Pipe was 51.57 microseconds, and
54.71 microseconds for an Ethernet service through a soft pipe with no congestion.
What’s more, soft pipe overload traffic has no effect on Hard Pipe latency.

o

Tests found that if a link fails in the primary path of a PWE3 service within a Hard
Pipe fails, data is re-routed and communication is restored in the Ethernet service
in less than 20ms, and CES in less than 30ms.

The test results confirm that a network of Huawei routers can, via Hard Pipe support, deliver
unconditional protection of services, guaranteeing no loss and low latency and jitter. Miercom
is pleased to present the Miercom Performance Verified certification to Huawei's effective
implementation of IP Hard Pipes.
Robert Smithers
CEO
Miercom
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2 - About the Products Tested
This testing involved half a dozen Huawei NE Series routers, plus an assortment of line cards.
The below table details the routers employed in the various test beds.
NE Series Router

Software version

NE05E

V200R006C10

NE08E

V200R006C10

NE20E-S2F

V800R007C10

NE20E-S8

V800R007C10

ATN910B

V002R006C10

ATN950B

V002R006C10

NE40E-M2F

V800R007C10

NE40E-X2-M8

V800R007C10

NE40E-X3

V600R008C20

NE40E-X8

V600R008C20
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The mix of Huawei routers employed demonstrates that all the software features tested –
whether MPLS, traffic prioritization or Hard Pipes – are implemented consistently across the
vendor’s router line. Indeed the U2000 management platform provisions Hard Pipe and soft
pipe bandwidth strata, and then implements services – including both primary and protective,
fail-over paths – across all the different routers, and then monitors and manages all services.
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Six-node Test Bed Network
All testing employed these routers, deployed in a six-node network, as shown in the below
diagram. The six-node network configuration varied somewhat, as well as the link bandwidth
connecting the routers, depending on what was being tested. These variations are discussed
more in each of the following sections.

Router 2

Router 4

Router 6

Router 1

Router 3

Router 5

Range of Line Cards
A series of Huawei line cards were employed in the testing, plugged into the appropriate
modular router chassis. The table below summarizes the line cards used in this testing
NE Series Line Card

Ports

NED2EM8F:8*GE(NE08E-S6)

8 x 1-Gig Ethernet (GE)

NED2EM8T:8*GE(NE08E-S6)

8 x 1-Gig Ethernet, RJ-45

PIC-H: 2*10GE (NE20E-S8)

2 x 10 Gig Ethernet

PIC-H: 10*GE (NE20E-S2F)

10 x 1-Gig Ethernet

P120-H(5*10GE) (NE40EX8)

5 x 10-Gig Ethernet

P51-H(2*10GE) (NE40E-X3)

2 x 10-Gig Ethernet

PIC-H: 2*10GE (NE40E-X2M8)

2 x 10-Gig Ethernet

PIC-H: 10*GE (NE40E-M2F)

10 x 1-Gig Ethernet

4*STM1-cPOS
Huawei IP Hard Pipe Assessment
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In addition, Tele-protection and GSM-Railway (GSM-R) testing used these service cards.
For Tele-protection
NED1MP8A:4*C37.94
+4*Co-64K(S6)

4 x C37.94 and
4 x CO-64K

For GSM-Railway
NED2MLIA: 16*E1
4*STM1-cPOS

16 x E1 (2.048 Mbps)
4 STM1-cPOS

About Hard Pipes
The objective of this testing was to verify that Huawei’s IP Hard Pipe end-to-end solution can
provide a more reliable and stable network environment than conventional IP transport. Hard
Pipes – achieved through router dedicated hardware that isolates and protects a portion of
network capacity, called the Hard Pipe stratum – can guarantee SDH-like (Synchronous Digital
Hierarchy) quality transport service.
SDH had become the gold standard for carrier transport infrastructure. Based on Time Division
Multiplexing (TDM) and a rigid incremental structure of optical fiber capacities, SDH delivered
superb transmission quality – highly stable with low latency and loss, and fast recovery around
faults. But SDH and SONET (the Synchronous Optical Network) are capital-expensive to build
and operationally expensive to maintain. In addition, SDH lacked the general-purpose provision
flexibility of an IP-packet-based transport.
Carriers and service providers have seen the writing on the wall – that in time, all
communications will be over IP packets. But transitioning away from SDH and towards an all-IP
infrastructure poses issues and challenges, especially for specialty services and demanding
customers that had come to rely on SDH quality.
Enter Hard Pipes, Huawei’s technology for allocating some portion of a network’s IP capacity
into an extremely high-quality transport. The Hard Pipes stratum, and all services implemented
within it, experience low latency, jitter and loss, and the highest transmission priority. Services
implemented in Hard Pipes, such as Circuit-Emulation Services (CES), behave as if they were on a
dedicated circuit or SDH-like channels. The Hard Pipe stratum is carved out from the total IP
capacity, then isolated and protected by router hardware from typical IP overload bursts. The
remaining, conventional-service IP capacity, subject to congestion, is termed soft pipes or
“normal stratum.”
Huawei's IP Hard Pipe technology is detailed and described in an IETF RFC that was finalized in
August 2015: RFC7625: Architecture of an IP/MPLS Network with Hardened Pipes.
https://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc7625
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3 - How We Did It
Two different network environments were created for this Hard Pipe testing:
1) The network transport for specific, demanding specialty services, and
2) A more generalized network transport for all manner of conventional carrier services.
Two specialty services, both requiring exceptionally high quality transport, were tested:


Tele-protection: a critical, high-demand, data-transport environment, where sensors
in the power-grid infrastructure alert each other of current differential in power lines,
usually indicating short-circuit conditions, which can automatically trigger power circuit
re-routing. The key characteristics of Tele-protection requirements are:
o
o
o
o



Network latency ≤5milliseconds (ms)
Network jitter ≤ 250 microseconds (µsec)
Frequency timing: Synchronous Ethernet (SyncE)
Failure switch over ≤ 50 ms

GSM-Railway: a high-demand wireless network environment for railway
communications and applications. The key characteristics of a GSM-R transport are:
o
o
o
o

Network latency ≤ 50 ms
Network jitter ≤ 30 ms
Frequency timing: Synchronous Ethernet (SyncE)
Failure switch over ≤ 50 ms

The other network environment created for the testing was designed to simulate a traditional
IP-based carrier or service provider. In this network topology we installed normal services and
Hard Pipe services with different paths and bandwidths to test the Hard Pipe function and
latency for CES services.


Operator: The communications requirements for Circuit-Emulation Services are:
o Network latency ≤ 10 ms
o Network jitter ≤ 1 ms
o Frequency timing: Synchronous Ethernet (SyncE)
o Failure switch over ≤ 50 ms

Huawei IP Hard Pipe Assessment
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Test Equipment
Several popular tools were employed in this performance testing of the Huawei routers.


Spirent TestCenter: Packet Generator/Analyzer, used in the testing here to generate high
volumes (up to 10 Gigabit/s, bidirectionally) of background traffic, and then analyze
received traffic and determine the amount of loss. Version 4.33.86 software was run.



JDSU MTS 8000: An SDH Analyzer, from California-based JDSU (also doing business as
Viavi Solutions). The SDH simulator/analyzer generates SDH-compliant data streams and
assesses transmission characteristics. Versions 7.18 and 16.0 software was run.



ABB RED670: A Tele-protection simulator from Swiss-based ABB Group; sends signals in
accordance with Tele-protection parameters and analyzes received signals.

Three Test-Bed Topologies
The following sections detail the set-up, tests and results for the Hard Pipe testing in
three scenarios:




Tele-protection
GSM-Railway
General “Operator” – Circuit-Emulation Services (CES) offered by carriers and
service providers.

In addition, two of the Huawei routers used in the testing were individually tested to confirm:



Throughput (bidirectional, in Gbit/s), and
Start-up time, from a cold re-boot.
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4 - Tele-protection Testing and Test Results
Line differential protection, also called current differential protection, is a key control mechanism
used by power companies. As shown in the figure below, protection devices at both ends of a
power transmission line continually transmit electrical characteristics data (such as current and
power) to each other over the communications channels between them. They compare the
electric data received with local electric data to determine whether a fault has occurred. If a
fault has occurred, the protection devices cut off the transmission line to isolate the fault.

Most power equipment can tolerate a short-circuit condition for up to five power cycles (based
on 50 Hz AC power, one cycle is 20 milliseconds, and so five cycles equals 100 ms). Therefore,
when a fault occurs on a line, the Tele-protection system must be able to isolate the fault
within 100 ms. Excluding the time spent in calculation and tripping, there is less than 10 ms
left for communication.
The main Tele-protection device interface is defined in the IEEE standard C37.94 (IEEE Standard
for N Times 64 Kilobit Per Second Optical Fiber Interfaces Between Teleprotection and Multiplexer
Equipment, adopted 2002). The standard specifies data-frame format for optical connection,
connectors for multimode optical fiber, timing and optical signal characteristics, and what
connected equipment should do if the link fails.
The Tele-protection test bed was built and the tests conducted to verify that a router solution
Huawei developed for the power industry can provide an adequately reliable and stable bearer
network for the Tele-protection service over Huawei IP Hard Pipes. The solution employs
conventional IP MPLS transmission. The test bed network consists of six Huawei routers –
NE08E, NE20E and NE40E routers – as shown in the below Test Bed figure.
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Tele-protection Test Bed
1GE

C37.94

10GE

C37.94 Teleprotection tester

Spirent TestCenter

R2

R4

NE008E-S6-2

NE05E-SE
NE40E-X3

R1

R3

NE08E-S6-1

R6
NE20E-S8
NE40E-X8

R5

C37.94 Teleprotection tester

The primary path linking the Tele-protection devices has five hops (From Router 2, to 4, 6, 5, 3
and 1), and the backup path has one hop (Router 1 to 2). Several key features and services are
configured on the routers to ensure low latency, low jitter, high reliability, fast failover, and
network-wide clock frequency synchronization. These include: OSPF (Open Shortest Path First
router control), L2VPN (Layer 2 Virtual Private Network), Virtual Leased Line (VLL) in SVC
(Switched Virtual Circuit) mode, MPLS TE, MPLS-TP OAM (MPLS Traffic Engineering, Traffic
Profiles, Operations, Administration and Maintenance), IP hard pipe, and SyncE (Synchronous
Ethernet, which carries clock signals). These features enable Tele-protection service traffic to be
transmitted reliably under any harsh conditions.
The Spirent TestCenter traffic generator/analyzer is connected toR1 andR2, the routers to which
the Tele-protection devices are directly connected. The flow generated by the TestCenter is sent
from one TestCenter port to another port of the TestCenter, through the IP MPLS network. The
primary and backup paths of the background-traffic flow are the same as those of the Teleprotection service.
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Test 1: Congestion with Low-Priority Background Traffic
What’s measured: The ability of Huawei Hard Pipes to insulate Tele-protection service traffic
from packet loss, and to assure low latency of this critical traffic across the network, in the
presence of an overload of low-priority background traffic.
Test set-up: After all other router feature and service set-up, establish a Hard Pipe across the
MPLS network with 500 Mbps of bandwidth. Establish a PWE3 (pseudo-wire emulation, edge to
edge) service through the Hard Pipe between Routers 1 and 2. Establish a second PWE3 service
between Routers 1 and 2, but through soft pipe bandwidth.
Then establish a L3VPN (Layer 3 Virtual Private Network) between Routers 1 and 2 as
background traffic. Set the QoS to BE (the lowest priority Best Effort). Start the background at 1
Gbps, enough to overload the Router 1-to-Router 2 link.
Attach the Tele-protection devices to the Hard Pipe service, and record latency and loss.
Then disconnect and re-attach the Tele-protection devices to the soft pipe PWE3 service and
record latency and loss.
Results: While there was substantial loss of the L3VPN background traffic, there was no loss of
the PWE3 (Tele-protection) service, through either of the Hard Pipes. So by prioritizing the Teleprotection traffic, it experiences no loss while lower-priority traffic is lost.
We tested the back-to-back delay of the Tele-protection equipment and clocked the one-way,
back-to-back delay at 0.301 milliseconds (ms). The one-way delay through the Hard Pipe was
measured at 1.759 ms. Deducting the .301 ms back-to-back delay, this means that the one-way
the one-way latency of Tele-Protection service in IP hard pipes is just 1.458 ms.
Similarly, we measured the one-way delay through the soft pipe at 2.057 ms, which after
deducting the back-to-back traffic, means the soft pipe delay in this test added is 1.756 ms.

Test 2: Congestion with High-Priority Background Traffic
What’s measured: The ability of Huawei Hard Pipes to insulate Tele-protection service traffic
from packet loss, and to assure low latency of this critical traffic across the network, in the
presence of an overload of high-priority background traffic.
Test set-up: The test set-up is exactly the same as Test 1 above, with one exception. The
background L3VPN traffic is set to a high EF (Expedited Forward) priority, such as VoIP traffic.
The same Hard Pipe bandwidth of 500 Mbps is applied, along with the same two PWE3 services,
one through the Hard Pipe between Routers 1 and 2, and a second through soft pipe bandwidth.
Results: While there was substantial loss of the L3VPN background traffic, there was no loss of
the PWE3 (Tele-protection) service through the Hard Pipe. However, the PWE3 service through
the soft pipe bandwidth failed, the result of the overload of high-priority L3VPN traffic.
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The one-way delay through the Hard Pipe was measured at 1.757 ms. Deducting the .301 ms
back-to-back delay, this means that the one-way delay added by the Huawei IP-MPLS Hard Pipe
is just 1.456 ms.
Latency of the Tele-protection traffic through the soft pipe bandwidth could not be measured,
since the communication was disrupted by the high-priority background traffic.

Test 3: Fault Test – Fail-over Switching Time
What’s measured: The ability of Huawei Hard Pipes to assure quick re-routing in the event of a
link or router failure.
Test set-up: A Hard Pipe bandwidth of 500 Mbps is implemented. A PWE3 service is set-up
through the Hard Pipe for the Tele-protection link, with a primary path through six routers: R1 to
3 to 5 to 6 to 4 to 2. The TestCenter is set to run background L3VPN traffic, at 10,000 packets
per second (pps) through soft pipe bandwidth between Routers 1 and 2, at 50 percent of link
capacity. Establish Router 1 to 2 as the back-up (fail-over or protection) path for the PWE3 Teleprotection service.
With bi-directional background traffic running, disconnect the link between Router 1 and Router
3, and record the fail-over time and synchronization of the Tele-protection service, as recorded
by the C37.94 Tele-protection tester. Then, re-establish the primary connection and shut down
Router 3, causing a fail-over to the R1-R2 link, and record the fail-over time.
Results: For the link-failure test, a total of 209 background-traffic packets were lost before
communication was re-established, equating to a fail-over time 20.9 milliseconds. When
shutting down Router 3, 225 packets were lost, equating to a fail-over time of 22.5 ms.
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5 - GSM-Railway Testing and Test Results
The Global System for Mobile Communications – Railway, or GSM-Railway, is an international
standard, finalized in 2000, for railway wireless communication and applications. The
specification mandates high performance and requires guaranteed performance for trains
traveling at up to 300 miles/hour with no communications loss. Built on the GSM wireless
standard, GSM-R provides for secure voice and data communications and replaces the previous
mismatch of dozens of earlier, incompatible transmission networks with one interoperable
network specification.
GSM-R consists of dedicated base stations along railroad lines. The objective of our testing was
to confirm that Huawei Hard Pipes can handle the core transmission requirements of GSM-R,
linking and interconnecting these base stations.
In the GSM-R test-bed network topology (see below), we again constructed a network of six
interconnected Huawei routers. Within this network we created Hard Pipe services and normal
services (in the soft pipe stratum), with different paths and bandwidths.

GSM-Railway Test Bed

JDSU MTS-8000
SDH Analyzer
POS

JDSU MTS8000 SDH
Analyzer

R6

R4

R2
NE05E-S2

NE20E-S2F-1

R1

R3

NE20E-S2F-2

R5

E1
NE05E-SF

NE20E-S8

NE08E-S6-2

Spirent
TestCenter

E1
CPOS
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In this testing, GSM-R interconnection is addressed by two SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy)
Analyzers. These connect to different Huawei routers via TDM connections:



One SDH Analyzer connects to Router 1 via an E1 link, a 2.048-Mbps synchronous digital
connection. A special service card inserted in Router 1 delivers 16 E1 ports.
The other SDH Analyzer connects to Router 6 via a CPOS (channelized packet over
SONET) connection. This required a special four-port CPOS card in Router 6. The CPOS
link operates at E1 speed (2.048 Mbps), corresponding to the other SDH Analyzer.

Numerous services were then implemented (see table below).
Stratum

Service Name

Hard-VLL-01
Hard
Stratum

Normal
Stratum

Path

Bi-directional

Bi-directional

Bandwidth

Bandwidth Injected

Assigned

by Test Gear

1-3-5-6

(virtual leased line)

(backup:
1-2-4-6)

Hard-VLL-02

1-3-5-6

2 Mbps (by SDH
Analyzers)

(virtual leased line)

(backup:
1-2-4-6)

500 Mbps

Background traffic

1-3-5-6

--

Background traffic

3-5-6

--
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Test 4: Congestion with Low-Priority Background Traffic
What’s measured: The ability of Huawei Hard Pipes to insulate GSM-R service traffic from
packet loss, and to assure low latency and jitter for this critical traffic across the network, in the
presence of an overload of low-priority background traffic.
Test set-up: After all other router feature and service set-up, establish a Hard Pipe across the
network with 500 Mbps of bandwidth. Establish a PWE3 service between the E1 interfaces
(2.048 Mbps) of Routers 1 and 6, through Hard Pipe bandwidth. Establish a second PWE3
service between the E1 interfaces (2.048 Mbps) of Routers 1 and 6, but through soft pipe
(normal stratum) bandwidth.
Then establish a L3VPN between Routers 1 and 6 through soft pipe bandwidth as background
traffic. Set the QoS to BE (Best Effort, the lowest priority). Start the background at a sufficient
rate to overload the Router 1-to-Router 6 link.
Attach the SDH Analyzers devices to the Hard Pipe service, and record latency and loss.
Then disconnect and re-attach the SDH Analyzers to the soft pipe PWE3 service and record
latency and loss.
Results: While there was loss of the low-priority L3VPN background traffic, there was no loss of
the PWE3 (GSM-R) service, through either the Hard Pipe. So by prioritizing the GSM-R traffic, it
experiences no loss while lower-priority traffic is lost.
The GSM-R traffic through the Hard Pipe exhibited a minimum unidirectional latency of 1.5
milliseconds (ms) and an average unidirectional latency of 2 ms. Jitter buffer was configured as
1,000 µsec. TDM encapsulation number is 1.
Similarly, we measured the minimum one-way delay of GSM-R traffic through the soft pipe at
2.5 ms, and the average unidirectional latency at 3 ms. Clearly the GSM-R traffic through the
soft pipe bandwidth was impacted to some extent by the overload volume of low-priority
background traffic.

Test 5: Congestion with High-Priority Background Traffic
What’s measured: The ability of Huawei Hard Pipes to insulate GSM-R service traffic from
packet loss, and to assure low latency of this critical traffic across the network, in the presence of
an overload of high-priority background traffic.
Test set-up: The test set-up is the same as Test 4 above, with one exception. The background
L3VPN traffic is set to a high EF (Expedited Forward) priority, such as VoIP traffic.
The same Hard Pipe bandwidth of 500 Mbps is applied, along with the same two PWE3 services,
one through the Hard Pipe between Routers 1 and 6, and a second through soft pipe bandwidth.
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Results: While there was loss of the L3VPN background traffic, there was no loss of the PWE3
(GSM-R) service through the Hard Pipe. However, the PWE3 (GSM-R) service through the soft
pipe bandwidth failed, the result of the overload of high-priority L3VPN traffic.
The one-way delay through the Hard Pipe was measured at 2 ms.
Latency of the GSM-R traffic through the soft pipe bandwidth could not be measured; the
communication was interrupted by the high-priority background traffic.

Test 6: Fault Test – Fail-over Switching Time
What’s measured: The ability of Huawei Hard Pipes to assure quick re-routing in the event of a
link or router failure.
Test set-up: A Hard Pipe bandwidth of 500 Mbps is implemented. A PWE3 service is set-up
through the Hard Pipe for an Ethernet stream carrying 10,000 packets per second (pps), with a
primary path through four routers: R1 to 3 to 5 to 6. Then a “protection path” (back-up, or faultrecovery path) is established for this PWE3 link is established through Routers R1 to 2 to 4 to 6.
With 10,000 pps traffic running, disconnect the link between Router 1 and Router 3, and record
the fail-over time. Then re-establish the primary connection and disconnect the link between
Router 3 and Router 5, causing another fail-over to the protection path and record the fail-over
time. Re-establish the primary connection again and shut down Router 3, causing a fail-over to
the protection path, and record the fail-over time.
Results: For all the link-failure tests, the fail-over time was appreciably less than 50 ms.
For the first fail-over, disconnecting the Router 1-to-3 link, the switch-over time was 23.27 ms.
For the second fail-over, disconnecting the Router 3-to-5 link, the switch-over time was 27.02 ms.
For the third fail-over, shutting down Router 3, the switch-over time was 26 ms.
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6 – Operator (Carrier/Service Provider) Testing and Test Results
In this network topology, we create normal services and Hard Pipe services with different path
and bandwidth to test the Hard Pipe functionality and latency for CES (circuit emulation) service
and Ethernet service.
The Huawei routers in the test bed are different NE-series models from the ones used in the
other two test beds. All inter-router links in the test bed are 10 Gigabit/s Ethernet (10GE), as
shown in the diagram below. Additionally, the feeds to/from the Spirent traffic
generator/analyzer are all 10GE. Spirent TestCenter links feed directly into Routers 1, 3, 5 and 6.

Test Bed for Operators/Service Providers

JDSU MTS-8000
SDH Analyzer

CPOSC
JDSU MTS8000 SDH
Analyzer

E1

R6

R4

R2
ATN910B

NE40E-M2F

R1

R3

R5

NE40E-X3

NE40E-X8

ATN950B

E1

NE40E-X2-M8

Spirent TestCenter

CPOS

10GE

For all the tests conducted in this test bed, the same allocation of Hard Pipe bandwidth was
applied: 2 Gigabit/s on all links, except the link between Routers 3 and 4, which was given just 1
Gigabit/s of Hard Pipe bandwidth. The remainder was all soft pipe bandwidth. The Hard Pipe
and normal stratum bandwidth distribution is shown in the following diagram.
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“Operator” Test Bed
Bandwidth Distribution

With Hard Pipe and normal stratum bandwidth assigned, services were applied. Several services
– “Hard VLLs” (Virtual Leased Lines) – were implemented using Hard Pipe bandwidth. Other
services – including “soft VLLs” – were created within normal stratum, as shown below.
Bi-directional

Traffic Injected by

Bandwidth Assigned

Test Gear

1-3-5-6
(b: R1-2-4-6)

200 Mbps

100 Mbps

Hard-VLL-02500M

1-2-4-6
(b: 1-3-5-6)

500 Mbps

400 Mbps

Hard-VLL-0310M
Soft-VLL-01

1-3-5-6
(b: R1-2-4-6)
1-3-5-6 (by TE)

-

2.048 Mbps

-

400 Mbps

Normal

Soft-VLL-02

1-3-5-6 (by TE)

-

300 Mbps

Stratum

L3-VPN

1-3-5-6

-

500 Mbps

Background
traffic

1-3-5-6, 3-5

-

To congest the link

Stratum

Hard Pipe
Stratum

Service Name

Path

Hard-VLL-01200M
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How TDM over MPLS works. PWE3 technology provides point-to-point TDM circuit emulation
on a packet-switched network. This technology enables an IP MPLS network, such as Huawei’s,
to provide TDM/SDH-like transmission service for synchronous-digital test equipment we used
with TDM interfaces, including E1 and cPOS (channelized Packet Over SONET) interfaces.
To transmit TDM traffic over an IP-MPLS network using PWE3 technology, the router at the
ingress buffers TDM frames and encapsulates a configurable number of TDM frames into MPLS
packets for transport across the MPLS network. When these packets arrive at the exit, the egress
router puts the packets in a jitter buffer to eliminate the impact of network jitter. Then the
router takes TDM frames out of the jitter buffer at a constant speed and sends the frames out
over a TDM link.
U2000 Management System. During the set-up of the test beds we became familiar with the
management system Huawei offers for controlling a network of Huawei routers and an MPLS
network. The U2000 management system provides a straightforward graphical interface for
provisioning and implementing Hard Pipe bandwidth and services, and then monitoring
individual services, including packet loss.
The U2000’s display of individual services is excellent. During one configuration exercise we
tried to apply and implement Hard Pipe services totaling more than 1 Gigabit/s on the 1GE link
between Routers 3 and 4. The service-create process failed, as appropriate, showing that this
route could not be used. We then re-routed the 700 Mbps service over 2-Gigabit/s links and the
service creation was successful.
Performance statistics are also readily available. In one exercise we created a performance
monitor on Hard VLL-1, and then ran heavy background traffic between the same routers to
create congestion. We used the U2000’s Performance Monitor application to readily see that
the congestion and overload on the soft pipe, did not affect latency of the Hard VLL-1 service.
Some similar tests that were run on the Tele-protection and GSM-Railway test beds were also
run on the Operator test bed. Those tests and the results are detailed below.
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Test 7: Congestion with Low-Priority Background Traffic
What’s measured: The ability of Huawei Hard Pipes to insulate service traffic from packet loss,
and to assure low latency and jitter for this critical traffic across the network, in the presence of
an overload of low-priority background traffic.
Test set-up: Hard Pipe bandwidth is allocated as shown in the previous figure, with 2 Gbps of
bandwidth on all router-router links, except just 1 Gbps on the Router 3-to-4 link. Establish a
PWE3 service on the Hard Pipe between Router 1 and Router 6, with the path R1 to 3 to 5 to 6.
Establish a second PWE3 service using soft pipe bandwidth between Router 1 and Router 6, with
the same path R1 to 3 to 5 to 6.
Then establish a L3VPN between Routers 3 and 5 through soft pipe bandwidth as background
traffic. Set the QoS to BE (Best Effort, the lowest priority). Start the background traffic to apply
burst traffic at the full bandwidth of the interface.
Apply traffic between the JDSU MTS-8000 SDH analyzers through the Hard Pipe PWE3 service
and monitor for latency and loss. Then connect the SDH analyzers to the soft pipe PWE3 service
and record latency and loss.
Results: While there was loss of the low-priority L3VPN background traffic, there was no loss of
the PWE3 service, through either the Hard Pipe or the soft pipe. So, with an overload of lowpriority L3VPN traffic, there is no loss or alarm on either Hard Pipe or soft pipe PWE3 services.
The unidirectional latency of traffic through the Hard Pipe was 3 ms and an average
unidirectional latency of 3 ms. Jitter buffer was configured as 2,000 µsec.

Test 8: Congestion with High-Priority Background Traffic
What’s measured: The ability of Huawei Hard Pipes to insulate service traffic from packet loss,
and to assure low latency of this critical traffic across the network, in the presence of an
overload of high-priority background traffic.
Test set-up: The test set-up is the same as Test 7 above, with one exception: The background
L3VPN traffic is set to a high EF (Expedited Forwarding) priority, such as for VoIP traffic.
After the L3VPN burst and congestion background traffic is started, the JDSU MTS-8000 SDH
analyzers again communicate through the Hard Pipe PWE3 service, and latency and packet loss
is recorded. The SDH analyzers are then switched over to the soft pipe PWE3 service, and
latency and loss is again recorded.
Results: While there was loss of the L3VPN background traffic, there was no loss through the
PWE3 service through the Hard Pipe. However, the PWE3 service through the soft pipe
bandwidth failed and alarmed, the result of the overload of high-priority L3VPN traffic.
We note that, when we applied just 7 Gbps of background traffic, and no congestion, the PWE3
service using soft pipe bandwidth ran uninterrupted. It was only when we increased the
background traffic to 10 Gbps, and congestion resulted, that the PWE3 service using soft pipe
bandwidth failed.
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Test 9: Latency of PWE3 (Pseudo-Wire Emulated) Ethernet Service
What’s measured: The unidirectional latency of Ethernet traffic over Hard Pipe and soft pipe
PWE3 services, without background traffic.
Test set-up: A Hard Pipe bandwidth of 500 Mbps is implemented. A PWE3 service is set-up
through the Hard Pipe for an Ethernet, with a path from Router 1 to Router 6. Then another
PWE3 Ethernet service is created, also between Router 1 and Router 6, but through soft
pipe bandwidth. Traffic is run through both PWE3 Ethernet services and the unidirectional
latencies recorded.
Results: The latency for the PWE3 service through the Hard Pipe stratum, measured from
Router 6 to Router 1 (through Routers 6, 5, 3 and 1) was 51.56 microseconds (µsec), or 0.051
milliseconds. For the PWE3 service through the normal stratum, for packets following the same
Router 6 to 1 path, was 54.71 µsec, or 0.055 ms.
The bottom line: Latency performance for soft pipe PWE3 communications through the Huawei
MPLS network, in the absence of overload congestion, is about the same through a Hard Pipe as
for the same service trough soft pipe bandwidth.

Test 10: Latency of PWE3 Ethernet Service with Background Traffic
What’s measured: The unidirectional latency of Ethernet traffic over Hard Pipe and soft pipe
PWE3 services, with heavy, but low-priority, background traffic.
Test set-up: The set-up is the same as for the previous Test 9 except that an overload of lowpriority (QoS BE, or Best Effort) L3VPN background traffic is applied through soft pipe
bandwidth, over the same route as the PW3E services, between Routers 1 and 6.
With heavy background traffic running, run PWE3 traffic through both Hard Pipe and normal
strata, and record unidirectional latency.
Results: There was no loss for the PWE3 Ethernet service through the Hard Pipe stratum, and
latency was measured as 54.294 µsec, or 0.054 milliseconds. For the PWE3 service through the
normal stratum there was some loss, the results of the heavy background-traffic, which negates
average packet latency measurement.
The bottom line: Loss and latency performance for soft pipe PWE3 communications can be
affected by high levels of low-priority background traffic, while PWE3 Ethernet service through
Huawei Hard Pipes maintains low latency and no loss.
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Test 11: Hard Pipe Latency with High-Priority Background Traffic
What’s measured: The unidirectional latency of Ethernet traffic over Hard Pipe and soft pipe
PWE3 services, with heavy, high-priority, background traffic.
Test set-up: The set-up is the same as for the previous Test 10, except that an overload of
high-priority QoS EF, or Expedited Forwarding L3VPN background traffic is applied through soft
pipe bandwidth, over the same route as the PW3E services, between Routers 1 and 6.
With heavy background traffic running, run PWE3 traffic through both Hard Pipe and normal
strata, and record unidirectional latency.
Results: There was no loss for the PWE3 Ethernet service through the Hard Pipe stratum, and
latency was measured as 53.56 µsec, or 0.053 milliseconds. The PWE3 service through the
normal stratum did not connect, the results of the heavy background-traffic, which negates
average packet latency measurement.
The bottom line: Loss and latency performance for soft pipe PWE3 communications can be
affected by high levels of high-priority background traffic, while PWE3 Ethernet service through
Huawei Hard Pipes maintains low latency and no loss.

Test 12: Fault Test – Fail-over Switching Time
What’s measured: The ability of Huawei Hard Pipes to assure quick re-routing in the event of a
link or router failure.
Test set-up: A Hard Pipe bandwidth of 3 Gbps is implemented. A PWE3 service is set-up
through the Hard Pipe for an Ethernet stream carrying 10,000 pps, with a primary path through
four routers: R1 to 3 to 5 to 6. Then a “protection path” (back-up, or fault-recovery path) is
established for this PWE3 link is established through Routers R1 to 2 to 4 to 6.
With 10,000 pps traffic running, disconnect the link between Router 3 and Router 5, and record
the fail-over time.
Results: After disconnecting the Router 3-to-5 link, the switch-over time was 23.75 ms before
communications over the back-up path was re-established.
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7 – Device Performance Tests and Test Results
Two of the key NE-Series Huawei routers used in the testing – the NE05E-S2, and the NE08E-S6
– were tested to ascertain two metrics:



The total throughout that each router could switch.
The start-up, or reboot, time for each router after a cold power reboot.

Test 13: Throughput of the Huawei NE05E-S2 Router
What’s measured: The cumulative throughput of the NE05E-S2 router.
Test set-up: The Spirent TestCenter is used to deliver two 1-Gigabit/s L3VPN data streams to
Port 1 and Port 12 of the 12-port NE05E-S2. Traffic consists of 128-byte TCP packets.
Configured for static routing, the NE05E-S2 wraps the output from each port back into the next
port until it exits the last port and is sent back to the tester. The same occurs in the opposite
direction for the second traffic stream from the Spirent TestCenter. This test process, known as
“hair-pinning,” is shown below:

Results: The NE05E-S2 processed two 1-Gigabit/s data streams concurrently, receiving each
stream on six of the router’s ports. There was no loss on either stream. The NE05E-S2 therefore
exhibited a throughput capacity of 12 Gbps, measured in this manner.
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Test 14: Throughput of the Huawei NE08E-S6 Router
What’s measured: The cumulative throughput of the NE08E-S6.
Test set-up: The Spirent TestCenter is used to deliver two 1-Gigabit/s L3VPN (Layer-3 Virtual
Private Network) data streams to two 1GE ports of the NE08E-S6 router, and two 10-Gigabit/s
data streams to two 10GE ports of the router.
Configured for static routing, the NE08E-S6 wraps the output from each 1GE port back into the
next 1GE port. The 1-Gbps streams are processed in opposite directions through 16 GE ports
until they exit the last port and are sent back to the tester. The same occurs for the two 10Gbps streams, which are processed in opposite directions through four 10GE ports. This test
process, known as “hair-pinning,” is shown below:

Results: The NE08E-S6 processed two 1-Gigabit/s data streams concurrently, through 16 of the
router’s 1GE ports. And the two 10-Gbps streams were processed through four 10GE ports.
There was no loss on any of the streams. The NE08E-S6 therefore exhibited a bi-directional
throughput capacity of 16 Gbps through 1GE ports, plus 40 Gbps through 10GE ports, for a total
system bi-directional throughout of 56 Gbps, measured in this manner.
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Test 15: Restart Time of the Huawei NE05E-S2 Router
What’s measured: The start-up time of the NE05E-S2 router after a cold reboot.
Test set-up: A PC console is connected via Telnet to the NE05E-S2 router. The router is
configured minimally, most unused applications and processes are shut down. The console
command reboots the router, and elapsed time for the cold reboot is retrieved from the user log
– from time of command reboot to the first user log-in time.
Results: From reboot time to log-in time, 2 minutes and 12 seconds (2:12) had elapsed.

Test 16: Restart Time of the Huawei NE08E-S6 Router
What’s measured: The start-up time of the NE08E-S6 router after a cold reboot.
Test set-up: A PC console is connected via Telnet to the NE08E-S6 router. The router is
configured minimally, most unused applications and processes are shut down. The console
command reboots the router, and elapsed time for the cold reboot is retrieved from the user log
– from time of command reboot to the first user log-in time.
Results: From reboot time to log-in time, 2 minutes and 19 seconds (2:19) had elapsed.
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8 - About Miercom
Miercom has published hundreds of network product analyses in leading trade periodicals
and other publications. Miercom’s reputation as the leading, independent product test center
is undisputed.
Private test services available from Miercom include competitive product analyses, as well as
individual product evaluations. Miercom features comprehensive certification and test programs
including: Certified Interoperable™, Certified Reliable™, Certified Secure™ and Certified Green™.
Products may also be evaluated under the Performance Verified™ program, the industry’s most
thorough and trusted assessment for product usability and performance.

9 - Use of This Report
Every effort was made to ensure the accuracy of the data contained in this report but errors
and/or oversights can occur. The information documented in this report may also rely on
various test tools, the accuracy of which is beyond our control. Furthermore, the document
relies on certain representations by the vendors that were reasonably verified by Miercom but
beyond our control to verify to 100 percent certainty.
This document is provided “as is,” by Miercom and gives no warranty, representation or
undertaking, whether express or implied, and accepts no legal responsibility, whether direct or
indirect, for the accuracy, completeness, usefulness or suitability of any information contained in
this report.
No part of any document may be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the specific written
permission of Miercom or Huawei. All trademarks used in the document are owned by their
respective owners. You agree not to use any trademark in or as the whole or part of your own
trademarks in connection with any activities, products or services which are not ours, or in a
manner which may be confusing, misleading or deceptive or in a manner that disparages us or
our information, projects or developments.
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